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IT'S TIME TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
TO THE BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY

All  BRS  regular meliiberships  expire. at the  end  of tlie year.  So  if

you  haven't renewed  your membership,  iiow  is the time to  do  it!
Just  fill  out  the  membersllip  form  in  the  center  of this  issue,  and
seiid   it,  with  a  clieck  or  iiioney  ord'er  payable  to   714L7  Bc'r/rc7#c}
R",`..`'Lp//  ,SocJ.e/y,   to  the'  BRS   Treasurer:   Dennis   Darland,   1406
26tli  Street,  Rock  Island,  IL 61201 -2837,  USA.

You  can  now  also  pay  by  credit  card,  using  Paypal  on  the  web.
Just  go  to  the  Paypal  website  at  http://www.paypal.com  and
opeii  a  free  account.  Then,  when  Paypal  prompts  you  for  the
recipient's  email  address,  Iiave  your dues  selit to  Dennis  at:  brs-

Pp@qconline.Com.  Be  sul.e  to  state  the  pui.pose  of the  paymeiit
~  Iiiembership  rellewal  -in  tlle  email  message  that  accompanies

tliis  payment to the  BRS  froiii  Paypal.  Do liot  include your credit
card  information  in  this  message,  but  do  include  any  clianges  in

your name or address.  Dennis will  send you  an email  receipt and
update your account accordingly.

To  determine  if you  need  to  renew, just check  the  mailing  label
on  tliis  issue.   It  will  have  one  of the  following  4-digit  iiumbers
on  it:

200j  meaiis  that  you  are  paid  up  through  tliis  year,  but  need  to
renew for 2004;
2()04 mealis tliat you  have  already  reiiewed  for 2004`  aiid  so are
set for the commg year;
7777,  8888,  oi.  9999 meaii  that you  ai.e a Life Meliiber,  Holiorary
Member,  or  receivilig the  BRSQ  as  a  courtesy,  and  that you  do
not need to renew.

If you  have  any  questions  about  your  membersliip,  please  feel
free to contact Dennis at: djdarland@qconline.com.

IN THIS ISSUE

In  1988,  an  old  file  in the storeroom of a Viennese  real-estate dealer was
found  to   contain   a  number  of  letters   written  to   Ludwig   Wittgenstein.
Among  them  were  some  written  to  Wittgenstein  by  Gottlob  Frege.  The
letters   from    Frege   to    Wittgenstein   were   published   in   German   the
following  year,  and   since  theii,   various  extracts   from  them  have   been

published  here  and  there  in  English.  In  this  issue  of the  Ber/rc7#c/ R!ts5.e'//
^Soc./.cfy     03i#r/L.r/};,      new     English     translations     of    the     four     most

philosophically   interestilig   of  these   letters   are   piiblished   in   full.   They
concerii  Frege's  comments  to  Wittgenstein  on  Wittgenstein's  rrc7c./c7/"s.

Richard  Schmitt,  the translator,  provides  an  introduction to the  letters that

includes   detailed   bibliographic   information   clearing   up   many   murky

references   to   them   that   have   occurred   in   earlier   standard   works   on
Wittgenstein.   The   letters  themselves  are  stunning  in  the  acuteness  and

sheel. mental  power that  Frege  displays  in  them.  It  is  a  pleasure  to  have  a

traiislation  that  brings  these  characters  back to  life  for  us  with  such  force

and  vividness.

Letters   of  a   different   kind   will   be   a   regular   featiire   in   the

gzfcfr/cr/)/  beginning  with  this   issue,  nainely,   Russell's  urgent  letters  to
the  world  in  the  form  of his  numerous  and  famoiis  Letters  to  the  Editor.
In   this   issue,   we   see   one   of  Russell's   early   letters   on   the   subject   of

lsrael's relations to the Arab world.  Ray Perkins, the general editor of this

series,    provides    an    introduction    to    the    letter,    giving    the    general

background to  its creation.
Did   Russell   have   a   modal   logic?   In   a   previous   issue   of  the

gwc7r/cr/y   (February    2003)    Dan    Kei.vick    reviewed    Jan    Dejnozka's
coITtroverstial book, Ber[rand Russell  on  Modalily and Logical  Relevayice,

in  which  Dejnozka  argues  in  the  affirmative.  In  his  review  of the  book,

Kervick   raised   some   questions   about   the   thesis   and   expressed   some

doubts  about  it.  The  subject  returns  in  this  issue with  Dejnozka's  reply  to

Kervick's  review.  It  is  not clear that we  have  yet  gotten  to the  bottom  ot
the matter, so the issue may return to these pages in future issues.

Kevin  Klement  reviews  an  anthology  of selections  from  Frege

and F`ussell on  Logicism  and  the  Philosophy Of` Language, a,nd along the
way,  provides  us  with  some  insight  into  the  nature  of  logic  itself.   We
hope the reader will take some time to look over this interesting   review.
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REMINISCENCE  OF  A   SVMl>[loNV  PERFORMANCE.   In   lhc   last  issue  of  the

gI/c7r/e7.ly,  KEN  BLACKWELI.  and  TOM  ST^NLEV  I.elated  the  story  of how
British  composer  GRAHAM  WHETT^M  had  dedicated  his  4th   symr)hony,

S;.#/o#/.c}  Co#/rc}   I;.more   "to   BERTRAND  RUSSELL  and   all   other  persons
who  suf`fer  imprisonment  and  other  injustice  for  tlie  expi.ession  ot` their

beliefs    or    the    convenience    of   politicians    and    biireaucracies."    This

dedication  had  apparently  kept  the  symphony  off the  BBC  until  pi.otests

by  Russell   and  other  public   figures   got   it  performed  on   that  network.
ROBERT  DAVIS.   one  of  the  original   founders  of  the   BRS   and   Society

President  from   1975-82,  writes  to  tell   us  iiioi.e  about  the  symphony.  as

well  as to col.rect some mistaken  rumors about his health:
Regardiiig  the   iiote   in   Issue   119   of  Graliam   Whettam   and   his

sympliony  #4  dedicated  to  Russell:  we  played  tliis  t`or  members

intei.esled    in    heal`ing   it   at   the    1978   Annual    Meeting.    I    had

learned  of  it  aiid  the  troubles  gettilig  it  aircd  on  the  BBC  and

contacted  Whettam.  I  met with  him  on  one o(` my visits to Britain

and   he  gave   us   a  liiaster  tape.   WARREN   SMITH,   at  tlie  time   a

recording  mogul  with  his  own  studio,  transcl.ibed  it to  a  tape  and
we   played   it  at   a   lunch   for  those   interested.   It  has   no  direct

coiinectioli   to   Riissell   other  than   the   dedication.   It  was  a  very
"moderii"   piece,   vei.y   dissonant.   I   usually   loathe   tlial   sol.t   of

thing  but  I  found  it  "interesting"  none  the  less.  DON  .IACKANICZ,

with  a  iiioi.e  sopliisticated  if masochistic  taste  ill  modem  music,

liked  it.  Unl`oi.tunately  no  one  else  did  and  I  had  people  colllplain

I    had    sub.iected   them    to    it   even   thougli    it   was   an    entirely

volunteer  experience.  In  a   ]978  letter  to  me  when  he  sent  the

tape  Warren  stated  that he  was keepiiig the  master until  directed
to send  it to either the BRS  Library or the Archives.  I  assume we

did  so  and  probably  to  the  Archives  which  is  where  I   think  it

belongs.   Ken   Blackwell   or  Tom   Stanley  may  know.   After  25

yeai.s. it may be of interest to be played at a meeting again.
On  a completely unrelated matter  I  wish  to report my health

is   OK.   Shortly   after   the   Annual   Meeting,   DENNIS   D^RLAND

called to check on  me.  Someone had told him  at the meeting that
I  had  cancer.  I  do  not.  The  confusion  probably  stems  from  the
fact that  I  had  a spinal  tumor and niany people assume all  tumors
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zire cancerous.  The tumor almost made me a quadriplegic;  almost
killed  me.  I  was  under the  knife  for 8  houi.s ~ with  LIZ TAyLOR's

surgeon,  "he  gets  the tough  ones" -in  March  2001.  Then  8  days
in   intensive   care   and  then   another  week   in  the   rehabilitation
center AKA  the "Snake  Pit".  I'm  OK  now  but  in  a certain  sense
still   recovering  at`ter  30  months  in  that  I  still   make  occasional

gains  in  energy  and  stamina  which  have  been  curtailed  by  the
operation."

_*_

HEAVEN AND IIELL.  Also  in  the  last  i)//cr//c/.4;,  PETER STONE  reminded  us

of LEo  ROSTEN's  intei.view  ot` Russell  concei.ning  Russell's  agnosticism.

Rosten   asked   Russell   what   he   would   think   il`,   upon   dying,   he   f()und

himsel`` in  Hefiven  and  befoi.e  The  Loi.d.  ANTlloNy  FLEW  writes  and  asks

why   Rosten   wondei.ed   about   Russell   findilig   himself   in   Lleaven,   for
`.surely    any    old-fashioned    Jew,    Christian    or    Muslim    would    expect

Russell,  like  the  I.est  of us,  to  find  ourselves  in  //e//."  Flew  also  writes  to

suggest   that   a   lettei.   t`rom   him   published   in   the   last   g./c7/./et.ly   was

mispriiited.  The  oi.iginal  letlei.  has  gone  missing,  and  the  editol.s  are  still

struggling   to   come   to   grips   with   all   the   details   of  this   typographical

mystei.y,  but  this  much  is  clear:   In  his  May  2003  editorial,  Peter  quoted

Russell's  famous  statement that  .lit  is  undesii.able to  believe  a pi.oposition

when there  is no ground whatever  f`or supposing that it is true." Peter then

went  on  lo  elaborate  on  this  doctrine  by  expl€`ining:  "when  talking  aboiit

unicorns,    minotaurs,    or    compassionate    consei`vatives,    one    does    not

normally    have   to    prove   theii`   non-existence;    the   mei`e    lack   of   any

evidence  is  suf`ficient  reason  not  to  believe  in  any  of them."  Flew  then

wrote to point out that  in  more than  thiily yeai`s experience as one,  he has

not    observed     his     f`ellow    Consei.vatives     to     be     conspicuously     less

compassionate  than  membei.s  of other  parties.   We  think  that  even  in  its

fii.st  foi.in,  Flew made his point with  his  usual  incisiveness.
_*_

MORE   FLEW   NEWS.    On   the    50th    annivei.sary    of   the    famous    1948

Copleston-Russell  debate  concei.ming the  existence ot` God,  William  Craig

and   Anthony   Flew   met   in   Madison,   Wisconsin   to   publicly   debate   the

issue  anew.  rl`hat  anniversai.y  debate  is  now  being  published  by  Ashgate

in  a  volume  entitled  Doeb'  Goc7 Exf.b`/..   7'he  CTt.c7/.g-F/cw  DCJb¢/e,  edited  by

Stan  Wallace.  The  volume,  as  well  as  containing  the  edited  ti.ansci.ipt  ot

the  debate,  also contains chapters critiquing the  debate  and discussing the
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issues   raised   by   it.   Tlie   volume   is   to   appear   in   2004.   The   original

Copleston-Russell  debate,  as well  as  occurring in tlie C'o//c'c/ed Papers a/
Ber/rc7wc7  Rw.9se//  (v.   11),  has  been  published   in   the   British,  but  not  tlie

American  edition  of  W/ky  / Am  IVo/  c7  C4ri.s//.c7#  (the  U.S.  Jesuits  would

not give  Father Copleston  permission to publish  it here),  Ber/ro#c7 Rw,5'L7e//

o# Goc7 c7#c7 Re//.g/.o# ( 1986), and numerous student anthologies.
_*_

RE-ORIENTALISM.   New   York   City   ROUE   and   BRS   Founding   Member
WARREN ALl,EN SMll`I I  sends  us this report on  two  Honorary Members  of

the   BRS.   TASLIMA  NASRIN,   he   tells   us,   is  now  a  Guest   Researclier  at

Harvard's JFK  School  of Government,  using the  University's  libraries  to

research  such  subjects  as  patriarclly,  Islamism,  aiid  rationalism.  Nasrill  is

also   featui.ed   in   a   new   documentary   film   Fc#r/c.7.T..   ^S/or/.c.7 .¢`o#7   A.77.c7#

Wowe#~7lfre   Pr7.cc   ?/ Freec/t7#7,   wliich   had   its   U.S.   premiere   Friday,
October   17th   at   tlie   7th   Annual   Hollywood   Film   Festival.   Her   new

webpage  is  at  :  http://taslimanasrin.com.  And  BRS  Honorary  Member
IBN   WARRAQ   had   an   article   on   the   editorial   page   of  7lfrc   Wc7//  S/rc>e/

./ow;-wc7/  (Monday,  September  29,  2003),   in  wliich,  following  tlie  recent

death  of Columbia  University's  EDWARD  SAID,  Warraq  acciised  Said  of
"having  practically  invented  tlie  intellectual  argument  for  Miislim  rage."

Warraq   goes   on   to   further  criticize   Said'S  classic   work   Or7.c?;7/c7/7.Lg;77,   in

which  Said first made tlie arguments to wliicli  Warraq takes exception.
_*_

SUPPoRT  ll-lE  SOCIETY  -ATTEND  THF,  APA!   There  will   of  course  be  a

Russell  Society  sessioii  again  this year at tlie  Eastern  Division  Meeting of

the  AMERIC`AN  P+lILOS()PHICAlj ASSOC`lATION.  Please  be  sure  and  attend  if

you   call.   This  year,   the   Eastern   APA   is  meeting  in   Washington   D.C.,
December 27-30,  at tlie  Washington  Hilton  aiid  Towers.  Tlie  BRS session

will  be  oil  Sunday.  December  28,  from  9-11   am.  Speakers  there  will  be

SoRIN   CoSTREIE   (University   of   Western   Ontario)   speaking   on   `The

Epistemological   Dif`ficulty  of  Russell's  Theory  of  Denoting  Concepts',

with  KEVIN  KLEMENT  (University  of` Massacllusetts,  Amherst)  giving the

commentary,  and  DF,REK H.  BROWN  speaking oil  `Russell  on  Appearance,

Reality,  and  Color',  witli  JIJSTIN  LEIBER  (Univei.sity  of  Houston)  giving

the commentary.  Derek Browii will chair the session.

Also  at this year's  Eastern  APA will  be a Colloquium  on  Russell

and  Frege.  This  will  be  on  Tuesday,  December  30,  from   11:15  to   I:15.

The  first  speaker,  at   11:15,  will   be   MATTHF,W  MCKEON  (University  of
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Massachusetts-Amherst)   speaking   on   `Russell   and   Logical   Ontology',
with    EDGAR    BOEDEKER    (University    of   Northern    Iowa)    giving   the

commentary,   and   at   12:15,   JOONOL   KIM   (University   of  Notre   Dame)

speaks  on  `Are  Numbers  Objects?  Part  11',  with  CHRISTOPHER  PINCOCK

(I'urdiie  University)  giving  the  commentary.  KEVIN  KLEMENT  will  chair
the first session and  STEVE GERRARD the second.

_*_

ANNUAL  MEETING  NEWS!   .
TIIE  2004  ANNUAL  MEETING  OF  TllE  BERTRAND  RUSSELL  SOCIETY

will  be  hosted  by  long-time  BRS  Inember  RAy  PERKINS JR  and  Plymouth

State  University.  Ray  is  preparing  a  website  with  information  about  the

conference.   Qiiestions   about  the  conference  concerning  housing,   food,

travel,  etc.  can  be  directed  to  Ray  at:  perkrk@earthlink.net.  Details  of

the   conference   will   be   included   in   the   next   g#ctr/er/y,   posted   at  the
conference  website,   and   annoiinced  on  the   BRS-LIST   in  the  near  futiire.

We  hope  that  evei.yone  will  attend  this  meeting  in  the  beautiful  hill  ai`d

lake region of New Hampshire.
_*_

CALL  FOR  PAPERS:  Paper  proposals  for the  next Annual  Meeting  can
be           sent          to           BRS           Presidelit          ALAN           SCHWERIN           at:

aschweri@monmouth.edu.  The  deadline  for  submissions  is  one  month
before   the   Aiinual   Meeting.   (The   date   of  the   AM   has   not   yet   been
determined.)  Talks  should  be  about  20  minutes  in  length.  There  are  no
subject  limitations  other  than  the  need  to  deal  with  issues  that  relate  to

Riissell's  life  and  thoiight.  Fui.ther  details  for  siibmissions  will  be  posted

soon at the meeting website, the  BRS website, and on the  BRS-LIST.
_*_

BRS  BOARD ELECTIONS ~ BE SURE TO VOTE!

VOTING  HAS  BEEN  SIMPLIFIED  this  year -you  have  eight  votes  to  cast  and

seven  candidates  to  choose  from.  You  can't  go  wrong!  Originally,  there
had  been  eight  nominees,  but  LAURIE  ENDICOTT  THOMAS  withdrew  her

nomination, as she has not been feeling well for a while, and was not sure
that  she  would  be  able  to  serve  if elected.  However,  she  reports  that  she
has been  feeling much better recently due to a new treatment she has been
trying.  We  hope that she continues to  improve  and that we will  see  her at

the 2004 Annual  Meeting this summer in New Hampshire.
To    continue    with    election    news,    those    desiring    a    more

competitive  race  may  write-in  for  candidates  who  are  members  of the
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BRS   in  good  standing.   KEN  BI,ACKWELL  has  proposed   D^VID  B[,ITZ,  a

research  fellow  at the  Russell  Archives  at  MCMaster who  is on  leave this

year  from  Central  Connecticiit  State,  as  a  write-in  candidate.  David  lias
agreed to  serve  if elected.  His  biography  is  listed  below with  those of the
regular nominees.  Other write-in  candidates are similarly acceptable.

Ballots  are  located  in  tlle  center of this  issue.  Please  return tllem

to TOM STANLEy,  Box 434,  Wilder,  VT 05080  USA  or email your vote to
Tom  at tom.stanley@valley.net.  Tom  is  this  year's  election  committee.

Each  member  of a  couple  witll  joint  membership  is  entitled  to  vote.  All

ballots   must   include  tlie  name   and   (in  tlle  case  of  written   ballots)  tlie

sigiiature  of   the  membel.  votiiig,  and  must  be  received  by  December  31,

2003.

The  nominees   for  tlie  2004-2006  term  of  the   BRS   Board  of
Directors    are:    KEIVIVEm   B£Ar^rlvEL/.    (nominated    by    Cllad    Trainer).

DEIVIV/Lf    Dzlfi/,AIVD     (nominated     by     Chad     Trainer),     DAl,'/D    f7EIVE//AIV

(nominated  by  Warren  Allen  Smith),  S7TEP#EIV RE/IV#ARDr (nominated  by
Chad  Trainer),  DAJ,'/D  W/-//7-E (iiominated  by  Chad  Traiiier),  ro^/ ,S7.AIVLEy'

(nominated by  Peter Stone), JOHN  LENZ (nominated  by Peter Stone).

BOARD C^NDIDATE  BIOGRAPI-1IES  AND Sl`ATEMENTS:

KEIVIVE7`/7  BL4C'^1VE/jL,   a   fouiiding   meniber  of  tlie   BRS,   lias   sei.ved   as

Chairman   of  the   Boal.d   of`   Directors   and   has   liosted   several   Annual

Meetings  of the  Society  at  MCMaster  University.  He  edits  tlie  academic

joumal Rwsse//.

DEIVIV/L?   DARJjAIVD   graduated   from   Augustana   College   with   a   B.A.    in

matliematics,  physics,  aiid  pliilosophy.  Since  tlien,  he  has  spent  most  of

his    life   as   a   software   engineel.,    and    llas    indepelldently   pursued   tlle

academic    subjects    he    studied    at    Augustana.    In    philosophy,    he    is

particularly    interested    Russell,    Wittgenstein,    Quine,    Whitehead.    and
Dennett.  He  has  served  both  as  Board  member  and  as  Society Treasurer

for maiiy years.

D,4V/D   f7EIVEf74IV   llas   been   a   practicing   lawyer   for   over   36   years.   A

graduate  of  Hamilton  College  and  Comell   Law  School,  he  thinks  it  is
important for the  Board  of Directors to  consist not only of academics but
other interested  persons with business experience.  He further believes that
lawyers are  uniquely qualified to serve on non-profit boards.  He has been
a  BR  admirer  and  member  of` the  BR  Society  for  many  years  aiid  has
attended  many  aniiual  meetings.  He  is  a  longstanding  member of the  BR
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currently  set.ves  on  the Cenlei.  f`oi.  Inquiry,  lnc.  and  its  at`filiated col.poratc

boai.ds  as  well  as  on  a  local  Rotary  handicapped  children's  camp  board.

In  the  past,  when   he  was  zi  Unitarian-Universalist,  he  served  the  First
Unitzirian  Chui.ch  of Rochester  as  a  board  membei.,  Vice  President,  and
Pi.esident. He would be honored to serve if elected.

JCWIV   £EIVZ   is   Associate   Professor   and   Chair   of  the   Department   ol
Classics  at  Drew  University  in  Madison,  NJ.  A  former  President  of the
BRS  (1995-99),  host  of the   1996  Annual   Meeting,  presenter  of  papers
and  author  of a  little  article  in  R!/b`b'c//,  he  has  been  an  officer  oi.  boai.d

member  since  1984.  He  is  ciirrently  the  webmaster of the  BRS  webpage,

but  is  in  the  process  of turning  this  over  to  someone  else.  Although  he
w()uld  be williiig to serve,  hi` illso welcomes new blood.

5''/T£/'/i` /t£T/MA/{/)'/I is  the only  BRS  iiiember to  have attended every Anllual

Meeting  to  date.  lie  is  retii.ed  fi.om  tlie  legal  stafl` of Dupoiit.  He  is  a  long

time   Board  mcmbei.,  :ind  has  sei.ved  as  Ti.ei`surer  and  on  the  Society's

Bylaws  Revision C`ommittee.

'/'oA{/  S'/-AIVL4`y  has   been  the   Society   libi.arian  since   1984,   and  a  directoi`

since   1985.   I-le  aiid   his   wit`e  opei.all.  S'/c7#/L.)J  Bt)oAj`,   specializing   in   the

1-ine  arts.

DAY/D  W#/'/'E liolds  a  PhD  in  philosophy  from  Col.nell  University  and  has

been   teaching  philosophy   at   St.   .Iohn   Fisher   College   in   Rochester   for

twenty-rive yell.s.  Lle  has  been  reading  Russell  since the  fall  of  1966,  is  a

l`ounding  member  ot` the  Gi.eatei.  Rochester  Riissell  Set,  has  sei.ved  as  an

editor  (tl` the  BRS  gift7;./Lp;.ly,  and  is  now  Chair  of the  BRS  Board.  Most

I.ecently,   he   did   a   pi.omotion   ol`  the   BRS   at   the   Woi.ld   Congi.ess   ot

Philosophy   in   Istanbul,  and  over  the  past   few  years,   he  has  organized

sessions  on   Russell   for  the  Americ£`n   Philosophical   Association.   White

was the .`cover-boy" t`or the August 2()03  issue o[`1he BRSQ.

DAJ;/D  BL/7Z,  whose  name  has  been  put  forwai`d  by  Ken  Blackwell  as  a

pi.oposed  write-in  candidate  and  who  has  agreed  to  serve  il` elected,  is  a
Philosophy    I'rofessor    at    Central    Connecticut    State    University    who

focuses  on  Russell's  views  on  war  and  peace.  I-le  is  also  editoi.  of voliime

30   o[   the   Collec(ed   Papel.s   Of.   Bel.lI.tind   Riissell.   He   is   ourrendy   on

sabbatical     lefive    at    the    Russell     Reseai.ch    Centi.e    and    Ai.chives    ilt

MCMaslei.  Univei.sity.
_*_
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THE  guAR7ERLy'S  EDITORIAL  OFFICE  MOVES  Io  NYC.   After  two  and  a

half years  of  service,   PETER  STONE  has  stepped  down  as  editor  of  the

BRS   gwc7r/er/y  in  order  to  accept  a  teaching  position  at  StanfoI.d  and
concentrate  on  I.esearch.  The  new  editors  are  Rosalind  Carey  and  John

Ongley,  and  the  new  address  for  the  editorial  ot`fice,  located  at  Lehman
College-CUNY  in  the  Bronx,  is at the  f`I.ont of this  is.sue of the  gi/or/er/);.
The   Bertrand   Russell   Society  wishes   to  thank   Peter  for  the   excellent

service  he  provided the  Society  for so  long as  editor ot` the  g?/c7r/c/./y and
to  wish   him   much   luck  and   happiness   in   California.   The  Society  also
wishes to thank  Petel.`s  Rochester crew -PHIL EBERSoLE.  TIM  MADIGAN.

RACHEL  MURRAV,   DAVID  WlllTE,  aiid  ALAN  BONE  -  for  the  able  work

they did  for so long in  assisting Peter with  the g!/a/`/er/};. The new editors
especially  walit  to  thank  Petel.  and  David  White  ``or all  the  lielp they  ga\Je

with the transition oJ`the Quallel.ly`s editorship.

RUSSELL ON THE ISRAELI / PALESTINIAN CONFLICT

Selected, and with an Introduction by  RAY PERKINS JR

What follows  is  a  previously  unpublished  letter to the editor by Bertrand
Russell.  It was written for publication  in  714e Ivew O#//OOA, but either was

never sent to that journal, or else was sent but never published by them.
71foe Ivew  Ow//oo4,  known  simply as  7lfoe Ow//oo4 before  1932,  is

a  left  of center  Israeli  publication which  has been  around  since  1902.  At
the  time  of  Russell's  writing,  the  Arabs  and  the  Israelis  were  between
wars -between the  1956 Arab-Israeli war and the six day war of 1967 by
which  Israel  underwent  significant  de  facto  territorial  expansion.  Israel's

population  was  growing  fast  during  this  period,  and  the  Arab  territorial
"conviction",  referred to  by  Russell,  would  prove true  in the  wake of the
'67   war.   Russell   identifies   the   (Palestinian)   resettlement   problem   as

central  to the  Arab-Israeli  conflict,  and  he  recomlnends  a remedy  which,
as  he  says,  would  require  a "magnanimous  gesture"  on the part of Israel.

Of course,  Israel  has  long  been  sensitive  about  the  "demographics  prob-
lem",  and  it's no  surprise that  Russell's proposal  would fall  on deaf ears.
But  some,  like this editor,  might say that had the soll of suggestion made
by  Russell  been accepted  by  Israel  in  1963, the coming war -and all the

problems  of the  "occupied  territories"  which  that  war has  engendered  -
could have been avoided.

Russell's  writings  on  Palestine  and  the  Middle  East  are  rela-

tively thin compared to his main points of public focus in the 50s and 60s,
viz.  nuclear  weapons  and  the  war  in  Vietnam.  But  his  basic  position  was

clear.  Regarding  the  creation  of the  State  of Israel  he  wrote  on  June  15,
1960:  "I  think  it was a mistake to establish a Jewish  State  in  Palestine,  but

it would be a still greater mistake to try to get rid of it now that it exists."I
On  the  1956  Suez  War,  he  wrote  in  the  same  letter:  "I  thought the  Suez
War a  blunder  and  a crime,  and  said  so  publicly  at the time."2  His  views

on   the    1967   war   and   its   aftermath   are   recorded   in   his   last   public

I  8.  Feinberg and  R.  Kasils,  eds.  Deczr Ber/rc}#c/ R"b`b'e//...  (Houghton-Mif`flin,

1969),  p.  48
2 Ibid.  See also Russell's public letters at the time in my  yo#rs Fa/./A/i///};,

Ber//c!#c/ Rwsse// (Ol)en Court.  2002\.  DD.  248-51
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document  written  a  month  before  his  death.3   ln  it  he  agrees  with   I.F.
Stone's   description    of   the   Palestinian   refugee   issue   as   "the   moral
millstone   around   the   neck   of  world   Jewry."   And   he   concludes   that
"Justice requires that the first step towards a settlement must be an  Israeli

withdrawal from all the territories occupied in June,1967." RP

7lfre Ivew O"//ook, Karl Netter 8, Tel Aviv, Israel, (4th February,  1963)

Dear Sirs,
I  am  very  grateful  to  you  for  your  kind  cable  and  I  am  greatly

encouraged  by  the  effoils  you  make  to  bring  about  friendship  between
Israel and the Arab World.

I  consider  the  main  dif.ficulties  to  consist  of the  disposition  of

the  refugees  and  of  the  Arab  conviction  that  Israel  cannot  absorb  its
expanding  population  without  expanding  its  boundaries.  It  seems  to  me
that  if Israel  were  to make  a magnanimous  gesture, which  miglit take the
shape  of agreeing  to  accept  the  return  of all  Arabs  who  have  left  Israel
and to  finaiice the  re-settlement of all those refugees who  did not wish  to
return   -   then   it   might   be   possible   to   have   serious   talks   witli   Arab
Governments,  which  could  lead  to  the  normalisation  of relationsliips.  A
further  point  would  be  a  non-aggression  pact,  guaranteeiiig  that  Israel
accepts her present boundaries to be final.

I  am  writing  in  this  way,  because  I  believe  that  the  Arabs  feel
themselves  to  have  been  fundamentally  wronged  and  are,  therefore,  not
able  to  take  the  initiative.  It  is  in  lsrael's  fundamental  interest  quickly to

settle  her dispute  with  the  Arab  world.  It  is, therefore,  for  Israel  to  make
several  generous  steps  which  would  remove  the  major  source  of griev-
ance without endangering the basic Israeli requirement of acceptance.

I  accept the honour you  do me  in  identifying yourselves with my

remarks  in  your  recent  Symposium.  Please  keep  me  informed  of your

efforts.

With good wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Bertrand Russell

3  See  yowrs Fc]i.rfe/w//)/, pp.  411-12.
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RUSSELL ON MODALITY: A REPLY TO KERVICK

JAN DEJNOZKA

Da,n Kervick, in his review of my  Bertrand Russell on Modality
c7#c7  I,ogJ.ccr/  Re/evc7#ce,   finds  the  book  "confusing  and  difflcult."  For
example,  Kervick  says,  "At  times,  Dejnozka  seems  to  suggest  only  that
Russell  has  an  implicit  modal  logic.  In  other passages  it  is  asserted  that
the modal  logic is explicit" (Kervick 2003: 31). However,  I  indicate many

times  in  the book  that the  logics  are  implicit  (my  1999:  16,17,  61  twice,

62,   66,   96),   and   there   is   an   entire   chapter  devoted   to   paraphrasing
Russell's   modal   texts   into   implicit   logics.    I   found   it   otiose   to   add
"implicit"  every  time  I  wrote  "logic."  Besides,  it  is  obvious  that  Russell

never  expressly  states  any  modal  logics.  I  never  thouglit  anyone  would
think  otherwise.   Take   it  from   me,   I   am   talking  about  implicit  modal

logics.

Kervick  does  not  understand  what  I  mean  when  I  say  Russell
rejects  modal  entities  and  modal  notions,  yet "functionally"  has  a  modal
logic ~ a  logic  which  "behaves  as  if it were"  based  on  modal  entities  or
modal  notions,  which "simulates"  a modal  logic which  is based on modal

entities or modal notions (Kervick 2003: 30).
The  idea  is  simple,  and  it  js  Russell's.   I  am  finding  implicit  in

Russell   logical  analyses  of the  same  sort  that  Russell  is  always  doing.

Namely,  Russell  finds  that  often,  "supposed  entities  can  be  rap/ocec/ by

purely   logical   structures   [which]   Lg»ds/j./w/c   [for  the   supposed   entities]
without   altering   [tlie   truth-value]   of  the   ...   propositions   in   question"

(Russell   1971:  326,  my  emphasis).  The  two  most  famous  examples  in
Russell  are  his  definition  of numbers  as  classes  of classes  in  Pr/.#c7.p;.cz
A4¢/Aemc7/7.cc7,  and  his  logical  analysis  eliminating  definite  descriptions  in
"On Denoting."

Russell's  greatest  achievement  was  to  develop  a  logic  which
"functions"  as, "substitutes"  for, or ``replaces," mathematics.  He analyzes

all  arithmetical  expressions  away,  and  uses  logical  expressions  in  their

place.  No  arithmetical  entities  are  assumed,  and  no  arithmetical  notions
are  involved.  Arithmetical  entities  and  notions  are  eliminated  across  the
board.  Yet  Russell  can  say  and  do  everything  in  his  logic  that  arith-
meticians can say and do in arithmetic. This is just how I describe Russell
as   analyzing   all   modal   expressions   away   and   using   quantificational
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expressions   in  their  place  (my   1999:   2).   Russell  does  not  alter  truth-
values  in  modal  logic  when  he  rejects  modal  entities  any  more  than  he
alters  truth-values  in  arithmetic  when  he  rejects  numbers.  He  expressly

preserves   arithmetic,   and   if  my   formalization   is   right,   he   implicitly
preserves  modal  logic,  though  I  believe  this  is  "surely  unintentional  on
Russell's part" (my  1999: 97).

Kervick  says  that   I   seem  "to  be  aware"  that  the  concept  of
logical   necessity  and  the   concept  of  analyticity  are  "quite  definitely"
different for Russell (Kervick 2003:  36-37). "Yet," he proclaims, "there is

a  surprise  in  store  when  Dejnozka turns  [to  define  the  implicit  necessity
operator  of iinplicit  FG-MDL].  For  FG-MDL,  it  turns  out,  is  based  on
reading "it  is  necessary that  pr  as  ;./  ;.s  cI#cr/)//i.ccr/ly /rz4c /4¢/ A./"  (Kervick

2003: 37,  Kervick's emphasis).
The  eliminative  analysis  of necessity  as  analyticity  is  Russell's

(1994:  519), not mine. And once again, his  idea is simple.  Far from being
a  problem,  such  a  difference  is  a  necessary  requirement  of a  successful
logical  analysis.  For a  logical  analysis to be  significant (informative),  the

analysans    and    analysandum    must    differ    in    connotative    meaning;
otherwise the analysis would  be circular.  In  Russellian analysis, the sense
in  which  they  must  be  the  same  is  extensional  scf/vcr  verz./¢/e,  and  the
sense  in  which  they  must  differ  (prior to  defining)  is  intensional.  This  is
known as the paradox of analysis.

Imagine noting that the concept of a number and the concept of a
class  are  "quite  definitely"  different  for  Russell,  and  then  proclaiming
"Yet  there  is  a  surprise  in  store  when  Russell  comes  to  define  number.

For  Pr/.#c/.p/.a,   it  turns  out,   is  based  on  reading  `number'   as  c/crss  o/
classesl."

Kervick   asks,   "And   what   does   the   previously   unrecognized
Russellian modal  logic  look  like?  Where  is  it foi.malized,  and what  is the

result?  What  are  its  theorems  and  its  fundamental  principles?"  (Kervick
2003:   30).  "But  Dejnozka  never  presents  this  formalization"  (Kervick
2003:  31).

I  state the formalization three times in chapter 6:
S1.  P  -OP

S2. 0(P & Q) -  OP
S3. (P -Q) -(OP +  OQ)
S4. 00P -  OP
S5.  OP -HOP

I  state  it  three  times  so  as  to  cover  seven  implicit  modal  logics  -  three
a]ethic,  one  causal,  one  epistemic,  and  two  deontic.  I  state that all  seven
implicit  logics  have  the  same  S5  formalization,  and  differ  only  as  to
interpretation  of  the  modal  operators  (my   1999:   80).   And  I   carefully
discuss  the  paraphrase  of  Russell   into  each  implicit  logic  one  formal
axiom at a time.

Kervick  also  says,  "There  also  appears  to  be  some  confusion
between modal  logics and modal  languages ....  [T]he appropriate medium
for paraphrases  of Russell's  thinking  would  presumably  be  some  sort  of
fully interpreted  language, rather than a logic" (Kervick 2003:  31 ). Not at
all.  I  say "logic" more times than  I would care to count-thirty-six times
in  chapter  6  alone.  Nor  are  the  logics  lacking  an  interpretation.  Strictly
speaking,  describing  Russell's  implicit  interpretation  is  not  necessary  to
my  task  of showing  an  S5  logic  implicit  in  Russell.  But  I  also  describe

Russell's  intended  model  for  his  quantified  logic  twice  (my   1999:   72,

101 ).

Kervick  goes  on  to  observe  that  everyone  uses  casual  modal
language,  even,  say,  the  Marx  Brothers,  and  that  it  would  be  otiose  to
delineate whatever modal  logic might be implicit in the casual modal  talk

of  the  Marx   Brothers  (Kervick  2003:   32).  This  is  disingenuous.   I   am

paraphrasing      a      great      logician's      technical      theories      concerning
philosophical  topics of modality,  including several  expressly stated semi-
formal logical analyses, not the comedy routines of a vaudeville act.

Kervick   says   that   modalities   in   MDL   are   not   "relative   to"
specific variables (my term  is "with  respect to"),  but apply non-relatively
or  s;.#7p/i.cf.fer  to  entire  propositional   functions  (Kervick  2003:  34).   He

says  our  interpretations  of  MDL  are  "significantly  different"  (Kervick
2003:  34), but does not explain why.

In  fact  Kervick's  interpretation  of MDL  is  definable  in  terms  of
mine.  For  a  propositional  function  is  MDL-necessary  s/."p/j.cJ./er just  in
case   it   is   MDL-necessary   with   respect  to   every   specific   variable   it
contains.  But  still  my  interpretation  of MDL  is  the  correct  one.  Russell
describes MDL possibility as follows:

When you take any propositional  function and assert of it that it
is   possible,    that    it    is    sometimes   true,    that   gives   you   the
fundamental   meaning   of  `existence'.   You   may   express   it  by
saying   that   there   is   at   least   one   value   o/I  /or  wAj.c4   that
propositional  function  is true.  Take  `x  is a man', there  is at least
one value  c?/x/or wfoj.cfe this  is true.  That  is what one means by
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saying  that  `There  are  men',  or that  `Men  exist'.  (Russell  1971 :
232, my emphasis)

Note  that  where  I  say  "with  respect  to  x",  Russell  twice  says "o/I/or
wfo;.cA".   This   is   a  "smoking  gun"  text   showing  that   MDL-possibility
always binds a speciflc variable. The text is semi-formal and is thus more

perspicuous  than  the  casual  talk  of "any  propositional  function"  in  the
same  passage.  Kervick's  repeated  reliance  on  casual  language  is  not  a

good   idea   for   reading   Russell.   Russell   is   not   an   ordinary   language
philosopher,  and  what  counts  is  how  he  formalizes  things.  Obviously,
Russell  would  formalize  this  text  as  existential  quantification,  and  as  we
know, the existential quantifier binds (``is relative to") specific variables.

Let us think about the  implications of this famous text.  The text
states  that  existence  and  MDL-possibility  are  defined  as  being  the  very
same  notion,  #o/  cr/ways /a/se.  Thus  existence  and  MDL-possibility  are
interchangeable  s#/va  vcr/./¢/e,  even  so/vo  o#o/yc'/./a/c.  Thus  Kervick's
account  implies  that  existence  is  predicated  of propositional  functions  as
b'/.xp/f.c/./er  as  MDL-possibility  is.  And  that  is  absul.d.  The  heart  of the
Frege-Russell   logical   revolution,  multiple  nested  quantifiers,  would  be
desti.oyed.   And   all   the   subtlety   of  MDL   as   I   interpret   it   would   be
correspondingly   lost,   since   the   corresponding   multiply   nested   modal
operators would be destroyed.

Many  modal  statements  are  not  even  expressible  on  Kervick's
interpretation  of  MDL.  For  example,  "Logical  analysis  is  endless,"  i.e.,
"Everything   is   a   logical   constituent  of  something",   or  "(Vx)(]y)Cxy"

(compare  Russell   1971:  202).  On  my  account  of  MDL,  this  is  synon-

ymous  with  "(Ex)(Oy)Cxy",  but  in  Kervick-MDL,  it  is  unwritable.  Due
to  Russell's  repeated  identification  of existence  and  MDL-possibility  as
the  same  "fundameiital  logical  idea"  (Russell   1971:  232;  254),  Kervick

cannot even write "(Vx)(]y)Cxy"!
We   may   now   distinguish   four   logical   stages.   Stage   I   is   my

version  of  MDL,  on  which  a  propositional  function   is  necessary  with
respect  to  a  variable  it  contains  if it  is  always  true  with  respect  to  that
variable.  This  stage  is  faithful  to  Russell's  equation  of possibility  with
existence,   and   of  necessity  with  universality,   since  his  existential   and
universal   quantifiers   are   applied   with   respect   to,   i.e.,   b/.#c7,   specific

variables.

Stage  2  is  Kervick's  version  of MDL,  on  which  a  propositional
function  is  necessary  sf.mp/f.c7./er  if  and  only  if  it  is  always  true  with

respect to  every variable  it contains.  The previous  sentence defines  stage
2  in terms of stage  I , thus showing how to get along without stage 2, the
only stage Russell never expressly defines.

Stage  3  is  Russell's definition  in ``Necessity and  Possibility" and
"On the Notion of a Cause" of a proposition as necessary with respect to

a determinate constituent if, when we replace that determinate constituent
with  a variable.  the  resulting propositional  function  is  always  true.  Stage

3  is  definable  in  terms  of either  stage  1  or  stage  2;  in  fact,  the  previous
sentence  states  the  definition,  which  may  be  taken  either  in  Kervick's
way or mine.

Stage   4   is   Russell's   analysis   of  a   necessary   proposition   as

analytic,  where  "Analytic  propositions  have  the  property  that  they  are
necessary wj./4 respcc/ /o all of their constituents except such as are what
I   call   logical  constants"  (1994:  519,  my  emphasis).  Clearly,  stage  4   is

definable in terms of any of the preceding stages. Thus all  four stages are
distinct only in reason.

We  may  also  speak  of a  mix-and-match  matrix.  Stages  I  and  2
apply  to  propositional  functions,  while  stages  3  and  4  apply  to  propo-
sitions.  Stages  I  and  3  make modalities "relative to"  specific variables or

determinate constitueiits, while stages 2 and 4 do not.
Kervick   calls   MDL,   or   associates   MDL   with,   my   "second

account   of   Russell's   modal    logic,"   my   "modality   as   quantification
account"  (Kervick 2003:  37).  He then  criticizes  MDL because  it applies,

and   is   intended   by   Russell   to   apply,   modal   notions   to   propositional
functions,  not  propositions,  and  thus  does  not  study  logical  relationships
among  propositions  prefixed  by  modal   operators  (Kervick  2003:   38).
Folks, MDL is not a modal  logic!  I  indicate that eight times (my  1999:  ix,

3,16,  62,  80,  96,194,196).  MDL  is  never  on  the  list  of seven  modal
logics  (my  1999:   16,  80).  "MDL  is not the  modal  logic"  (my  1999:  196),

but  the  "basic  element"  (my  1999:   16),  the  "building  block"  (my  1999:
96,194), the "stepping-stone"  (my  1999:  3).  MDL  is stage  1.  Only stage
4 is a modal  logic, the early alethic FG-MDL.  Kervick claims I give two
accounts  of FG-MDL,  one  analytic  and  one  MDL-quantificational.  But
FG-MDL-analyticjty  is  just  what  is  definable  (eliminable)  in  terms  of
MDL  quantificational  notions.  This  is just how  FG-MDL  functions as  a
modal logic without using modal notions. There is no second account.

Russell  describes  and  rejects  stages   I   (MDL),  3,  and  4  (FG-
MDL)   in   his   landmark   early   paper,   "Necessity   and   Possibility,"   ca.
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1903-1905.  In that paper,  Russell finds that no one theory captures all our
modal  intuitions,  and  concludes  that  the  topic  of modality  ought  to  be
banished from  logic  (my  1999:  112;  see 6).  But  if we stop there, we miss
the   big  picture.   Russell  basically  banishes  modal   entities  and  notions
from  then  on.  But  the  banishment  of the  topic  ends  the  very  next  year
when Russell  accepts eliminative  logical analysis MDL as his own theory
of modality.  Russell  accepts  MDL  in eight published works from  1906 to
1940,  a  period  of thirty-six  years.  Russell  evidently  accepts  MDL  from
1906  to the end of his  life.  And  FG-MDL  is definable  in terms of MDL
according  to   Russell's  own  definition  of "analytic"   in  "Necessity  and
Possibility."  Thus  Russell  implicitly  accepts  FG-MDL  from  1906  until
1914,  when  he  implicitly  modifies  FG~MDL  into  FG~MDL*  by  adding

the  requirement  of truth  in  virtue  of  logical  form  (my   1999:   8).  Thus
Russell  implicitly holds  matiire  logic  FG-MDL*  from  1914 to the end of

his life, a period of fifty-six years. That is the big story of the tenth of the
book  Kervick  reviewed.  The  FG~MDL*  necessity  operator  is  implicitly
the  Pr/.#ci.p/.c}  thesis  assertion  sign,  construed  as  iterable;  and  so  is  the
relevance   logic   entailment   operator,   implied   by   Russell's   repeatedly
stated   whole-part   "containment"   theory   of   logical   deduction,   which
Anderson-Belnap overlook.
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F¢ev.low  of  Logicism  and  lhe   Philosophy  Of  Language:   Selections  from

F/.egg  c}#d Riy`7,se//`  Arthur  Sullivan,  ed.  Toronto:  Broadview  Press.  2003.

298 pp. $24.95 paperback.

This   new   anthology   brings   together    15   pieces   by   the   niost

prominent  del`endei.s  of  logicism:   Russell,   and  his  German   pi.edecessoi.
Gottlob  Frege  (1848-1925).  Logicism  is  the  position  in  the  philosophy  o`

mathenlatics    that    mathematical    truth    is    a    species    of   logical    truth.

According to  logicists,  when  properly analyzed,  the truths of mathematics

reveal  themselves  to  be  expressible  in  the  vocabulary  of logic  alone,  and

deducible  from  purely  logical  pi.emises.  This  position  dates  back  to  the

17th  century,  and  was  first  championed  by  Leibniz,  but  prior  to  the  late
19th   century,  the  study  of  logic   had  not  advanced  sufficiently  for  this

thesis to be  fully  tested.  Frege.  one  of the  chief innovators  in the tui.n-of-
the-centui.y   advaiice   in   logic,   was   the   rirst   to   develop   a   tlioi.oughly

axlomatic calculus  for  logic.  Therein`  he  hoped  to  show that the trutlis  of
arithmetic   could    be   proved    using   axioms   of   logic   alone.    Working
independeiitly.   Russell   developed  views  remai.kably  similar  to  Frege's,

and   although   Russell    later   discovei`ed   problems   with   Frege's   logical

system`   he   went   on   to   develop   his   own   extensive   attempt   to   reduce
mathematics to logic.

Their   works   during   the   years    1879-1925   not   only   represcnl
contributions  to  logic  and  the  philosophy  of mathematics,  but  as  the  title
of  the  anthology  suggests,  have  also  had  a  considerable  impact  on  the

philosophy    o``   language.    Building    upon    what    they    had    learned    in
developing  their  logical  calculi  and  attempting  to  analyze  the  statements
of    arithmetic    therein,    both    Frege    and    Russell     faulted    traditional
Aristotelian  logic  foi.  taking  the  subject/pi.edicate  analysis  of grammai.  as

a  guide   in   understanding  logical   form.   Frege  went  on  to  ai.gue   for  a
sense/reference  dualism   in   meaning,   and   for  analyzing  all   language   in
terms  of the  notions  of function  and  argument  typically  only  applied  to
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mathematical   formulae.   Although   he   rejected   Frege's   sense/reference
distinction,   Russell   too  argued   that  the  apparent  grammatical   form  of
statements    was    systematically    misleading    about    logical    form.    For
instance,  with  his  influential  Theory  of Descriptions,  Russell  argued  that
statements  of the  form  "the  so-and-so  is  such-and-such"  must actually  be
analyzed as complicated existentially quantified propositions.

The   anthology   contains   nine   works   by   Frege.   They   include
firstly  an  excerpt  from  his   1879  classic  Co#cep/wc7/  IVo/c7//.o#,   in  which

Frege   first   presented   his   logical   system,   followed   by   two   additional

papers    from    the   early    1880s    in   which    he    informally   explains   the
advantages  to  his  function  calculus  over  rival  systems.  The  next  item  is

the  introduction  to  Frege's  1884  Fo##c/cz/;.o#b'  o/`4;.f./A#7L./;.c.,  in  which  he

lays   out   some    methodological    principles    used    in   his   philosophy   ot.

mathematics.   Next,   the  anthology   includes  thl.ee  pieces  fl.om   the  eat.ly

1890s,  together  considered  to  be  Fi.ege's  mi)st  important  contributions  to

metaphysics  and  philosophy  of  language:  "Function  and  Concept,"  "On
Concept   and   Object,"   and   "On   Sense   and   Reference."   Here   Fi.ege
describes   his   function/argument   analysis   ot`   both   natural   and   logical

languages,  and  describes  his  views  on  meaning.  The  last  two  pieces  by
Frege   are    1904's   "What   is   a   Function?",   in   which   he   clariries   his
understanding    of    the    nature    of    functions,     and     highlights     some
misunderstandings  in the work of some of his contemporaries,  and  l919's
"The Thought",  in which  Frege discusses his views on the natui.e of ti.iith,

and  argues  l`or  a  -`thii.d  realm"  of  abstract  senses  and  thoughts,  distinct

from both the physical and the mental  realms.
The  anthology  only  contains  six  woi.ks  by   Russell.   First  is  the

1901  essay "Mathematics and the  Metaphysicians,"  in which he desci.ibes
how    I.ecent    work    by    mathematicians    has    helped    to    solve    some
longstanding   philosophical    puzzles   about   the   nature   of   number   and

inrinity.  Next  is  the  classic  1905  paper "On  Denoting,"  in  which  Russell

fii.st   outlined   the   theory   of  descriptions   and   argued   against  the   rivul

positions  of  Frege   and  Meinong.  This   is   followed   by   the   1911   essay,
"Knowledge   by   Acquaintance   and   Knowledge   by   Description,"  which

describes   some   epistemological   and   othei.   philosophical   developments
related  to  the  the()ry  of descriptions.  The  next  entry  is  a  chapter  entitled
"Logic    and    the    Essence    of    Philosophy,"    taken    from    1914's    (Jji;.

K#ow/ec/ge  o/` /foL7  E*/cr#¢/   Wo7./c/,  in  which  Russell  explains  how  past
misunderstandings     in     logical     analysis    have     lead    to    philosophical
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mistakes.     The     final     two     contributions     are     from     Russell's     1919

Introduction     to     Mathematical     Philosophy..    Cirst.    the    chap+er     on
descriptions,   and   second,   the   final   chapter   in   which   Russell   explores

some still undecided questions about the nature of logic itself.
Although  all  the  works  in  the  anthology  have  been  published

before,  and most are readily available elsewhere, the anthology  is the first
of  its   kind   to   focus   exclusively   on   the   works   on   Frege   and   Russell
together,  and  therefore  may  serve  to  partly  fill   a  void   in   jnstructioilal
materials   for   courses   dedicated   to   these   figures.   Depending  on   one's

purposes,    however,    it   would    very   likely   need   supplementation.    For
undergraduate  students,  together  these   15  works  would  serve  as  a  good
introduction  to   Fi.ege's  and  Russell's  views  on  logical  analysis  and  the

philosophy  of  language.  When  it  comes  to  logicism  itself,  they  contain
very  little  information  about  the  details  of their  views  on  the  nature  of

numbers,  or their methodology for reducing mathematics to  logic.  In  fact,

many of the works  included are polemical  pieces  in which they attempt to

convince  readers  to  read  their  other  works,  and/or  compare  their  merits

with  those  of  otliers.  At  least  some  familiarity  with  tlie  details  of tlieir

programs   beyond   what  the   anthology  contains   would   be   necessary  to
draw  any  /.xp/ow77cc7 conclusions  about  tlie  virtues  and/or  shortcomings  ot

logicism.    For    beginners,    it    could    be    supplemented    with    relatively

informal    full-lengtli   treatments   such   as   (the   remainders   of)   Frege's

Foundations  Of  Arithmetic  and  I+ussen`s   Introduction  lo   Mathematical

PA7./o,sap/7);.  For advanced students  interested  in the details of their  logical

systems,  the  dif`ficulties  they  faced  (such  as  Russell's  paradox  of  sets),

their methods  of overcoming them  (e.g.,  Russell's  Theory of Types),  and

the  details  of their  logicist  arguments,  one  would  need  to  turn  to  more
technical  writings  such   as  Frege's  Bc7s;.c  Lc7ws  o/Ar/./Awe//.c,   Russell's
"Mathematical  Logic  As  Based  on  the  Theory  of Types,"  or  Russell  and

Whitehead's   Pr/.#c;.p7.cz  A4c7/foewcz/;.c¢.   Unfortunately,  nothing  from  these

technical writings is contained in the collection.
The   anthology   also   includes   a   75-page   introduction   by   the

editor, which aims to provide an overview to the historical  background of
their    writings,     their    main     philosophical     positions     and    points     of

disagreement.  While  the  introduction  may  be  helpful  to  many  students,
and  does  a  particularly  good job  at discussing  some  of the  shortcomings
of pi.e-Fregean  logic, a number of cautionary notes are in order.

Firstly,   certain  of  the  views  of  Frege,   Russell   and  others  al.e
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oversimplified.   For  example,  the  na.I.vet6  of  early  modern  philosophers
with  regard to  philosophical  logic  is  exaggerated;  Kant  is given too large
a  place,  and  also  portrayed  much  more  psychologistically than  he  in  fact
was.   Both   Russell's  and   Frege's  views  on  the  nature  o+`  logic  as  an  cz

pr;.orf.  science   are   distorted,   and   too   closely   tied   to   "inference".   The
changes  in the views of Frege and  Russell  over time are not mentioned or
clarified.  For  example,  both  Russell's  early  metaphysics  of propositions

and  his  later  fact-based  theory  are  discussed  at  different  points,  but  it  is
not  mentioned  that  tllese  views  are  incompatible,  and  that,  historically,

one was succeeded by the other.
A    llumber   of   the    issues    discussed    in    the    introduction    are

presented  somewhat  sloppily.   Distinctions  between   linguistic  items  and
their  meanings  are  often  not  kept  straight,  especially  in  the  discussion  of
Frege's  views  on  the  nature  of functions.  A  logical  form  is  defined  as  a
"seiitence-schema",  whereas  both  Russell  and  Frege  took  great  pains  to

distinguish  the  logical  fol.ms  of objective  propositions  and thoughts  from
anything   lingiiistic.   The   editor   often   talks   about   such   things   as   "the

meaning   of  a   proposition"   or   the   "meaning   ot`  a   concept,"   whereas

pi.opositions  and  concepts  ai.e  not  things  M;J./4  meanings;  they  themselves
cjrcJ the  meanings.

On  a  number of points, the  introduction  gets the  views of Frege,
Russell,  or  both  subtly  wrong.  For example,  it  makes  such  claims  as that
Frege's  quantifiers  are  limited  to  a  "contextually  relevant  domain",  and
that   Russell   believed  that   quantifiers   are   functions  from  predicates  to
truth-values,  neither of which  is true.  The editor claims that  Fi.ege thought

tliat   logical   operators  were   fiinctions  from  "sentences  to  sentences",  a
claim    Frege    never    made.    (For    Frege,    logical    connectives    refer   to
functions,  but  it  is  doubtful  that they themselves are  functions.)  He  claims
tliat both  Russell's and  Frege's  logical  systems were extensional,  when  in

actuality  only  Frege's  system  is  extensional  by  modern  standards.  The

editor  presents  the  Theory  of Types  as  a hierarchy  of different types  of
sets  with  dift`erent  types  of  members;  however,   Russell's  mature  logic
actually   eschewed   commitment  to   sets   as   entities   altogether,   and   the
Theory  of Types  was  actually  one  of different ranges  of significance for
what   Russell   called   "propositional   functions",   which   Russell   used   to

analyze away apparent commitment to classes or sets.
It  also  oddly  claims that  Russell,  contra  Kant,  wanted to  restore

tlie  "analyticity"  of arithmetical  claims,  whereas  Russell  actually  claimed
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that    bo/A    logic    aild    mathematics    were    s};w/foe/j.c    c7   pr/.or/..    In    the

Introduction,  the  editor  alleges  that  Frege's  theory  that  senses  exist  in  a

third  realm  apail  from  the  mental  and  physical  is  obscure,  and  not  fully
explained.  However, he neglects to mention  exactly what he finds  lacking
or  unclear  about  Frege's  position,  and  so  the  discussion  comes  off  as
iiothing  more  than  an  uncharitable  jab.  The  editor  also  insinuates  that
Russell  never fully engaged with dualistic theories of meaning (those that
draw    a    distinction    between    sense    or    meaning    and    reference    or
denotation),  which  is  easily  shown  false  by  a  study  of  his   1903-1905

manuscripts.

Finally,   he   wrongly   claims   that   there   is   a   consensus   among

expeils tliat  logicism  lias  been  refuted by G6del's  incompleteness results.
G6del  showed  that  not  all  arithmetical  trutlis  can  be  captured  in  a  single

deductive   system.   While   this   shows   that   the   Frege-Russell   form   of

logicism was perhaps somewhat naively strong,  it does not touch the core
of logicism.  Similar  results  show  that  not  all  higher-order  logical  truths

can  be  captured  in  a  single  deductive  system,  so  Godel's  results  do  not

point the way to any difference between  logical and mathematical truth.
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RUSSELL IN THE NEWS

ln   his   review   o+`  CoLIN   MCGINN's   new   autobiography   for   714e   Ivew

S/cz/esmc7#,  NICHOLAS  FEARNS  has  this  to  say  about  MCGinn  and  Russell.

While    an    undergraduate    in    philosophy    at    Manchester    University,
MCGinn,  whose  heroes  at  that  time  were  JOHN  LENNON  and  BERTRAND

RUSSELL,  began  smoking  Russell's  favorite  brand  of pipe  tobacco  in  the
hopes  that  it  would  make  him  as  brilliant  as  Russell.  We  find  it  hard  to
believe  that  MCGinn  actually  thought  that  it  was  smoking  a  particular

brand  of pipe  tobacco  that  made  Russell  brilliant,  when  everyone  knows
it was the  RED HACKLE that did it.

Fearns  also  says that  MCGinn  was  I.ecently  introduced to the  rilm

acti`ess    .IENNIFER    ANISTON    at    a    I-IOLLYWOOD    PARTY.    Aniston    was

apparently  quite   impressed  to  meet  a  professional  philosopher,  but  the
encounter  ended  in  embari.assment  when  she  pi.oved never  to  have  heal.d
of KANT,  DESCARTES,  or  Russell.  MCGinn  agonized  for  a  long time  over

the  "interpersonal   discomfort"  he  had  caused  the  pool.  multimillionaire

movie star to suffer. -IVcw S/cr/csmcz#, `Iune 9, 2()03
_*_

The   53i.d   Annual   PUGWASH   CONFERENCE   I.eturned   to   Pugwash,   Nova

Scotia  for  the  first  time  in  44  years  this  past  July.  The  original  Pugwash
Confei.eiice   had    been   called    into   being   by   the   multimillionaire   and
Pugwash   native   son   CyRUS  EATON.   Eaton  had  been   impressed   by  the
famous   1955   munifesto,   signed   by   EINSTEIN,   Russell,   and   others,   that

demanded  that  governments  on  both  sides  of  the  ii.on  curtain  I.enounce
nuclear  weapons,  so  he  wi.ote  to  Russell  ol`fei.ing  to  host  and  finance  a

conference   on   nuclear   disarmament,   and   the   famous    1957   Pugwash
Conference  on  Science  and  World  Affairs  was  born.  Thii.ty-eight  years
later,  it  received  the  Nobel  Peace  Pi.ize.  By   1959,  the  annual  conference

had   outgrown   Pugwash   and   it   moved   on   to   bigger   centers,   although
smaller  workshops  continued  to  be  held  there  over  the  years.  One  of the

original   Pugwash  participants,  and  last  surviving  signatory  of  the   1955

manifesto,     JOSEP[]     ROTBLAT9     attended     the     most     recent     Pugwash

Conference.  It  was  a  bittei.sweet  visit  for  him:  "It's  a  bit  lonely  now"  the

94   year-old   Polish-born   nucleai.   physicist   said.   Rotblat   was   the    lLJ83

I.ecipient ol`the BRS Annual Award. -A4c.C'/ecr#b`, July, 2003.
_*_

The  Cold  War  CIA  finding  of the  liberal  &nti-communist  CONGRESS  FOR

CULTURAL  FREEDOM  has  been  gone  over  again  by  the  press,  this  time  in

the  IvetiJ  )'ork  r7.meg.  CIA  funding  for  the  Congress  was  first  disclosed  ill
1967,  but  a  large  amount  of historical  evideiice  recently  made  available

allows    for    a    more    complete    understanding    of   the    events.    British
intellectuals   were   suspicious   of  the   Congress   from   the   start,   and   its

founding    conference   -    in    West    Berlin    in    1950   -    was    constantly
interrupted  by  interventions  from  Hugh  Trevor-Roper and  A.J.  Ayer, who
objected  to  the  organizers'  excessive  anti-communism.  Nevertheless,  the
Congress was soon a regular part of British intellectual  life.

The   author   of  the   r;.meg   article,   Hugh   Wilford,   asserts   that
Russell   was   one   among   "several   eminent   intellectuals   who   remained
mistrustful   of  the   CCF",   and   that   he   was   "at   the   center   of  sevci.al

embarrassing   public   rows   about   Mccai.thyism   with   the   CCF's   U.S.
affiliate,  the American  Committee  for Cultural  Freedom.  This culminated
in    1957   witli   his   noisy   resignation   from   one   of  tlie   CCF's   honoi.ai.y

chairs."    Wilford    also   asserts   that   "most   of`   the    British    intellectuals

involved  in  the CCF's operations  knew all  along about   the organization.s

links to the  U.S. government."

Along   with   recent   allegations   by   Timothy   Garton   Ash   that
Russell   published   three   books   (J#ky   Co#7#7i7#;.sw   A/#s/   Fc77./,    Who/   r.,7

FreecJom.7,  and  JW4c7/  /.I  De#7ocrczc};.?)  knowing  that  their  publication  was

financed   by  the   Bi.itisli   Foi.eign   Office,   such   allegations,   however  one

might   evaluate   and   interpret   them,   show   a   complexity   to   Cold   War

politics  that  was  much  more  difficult,  if not  impossible,  to  discern  while
we \Ivere .in .its midst. - Times Educalion Siipplemen[, July 4, 2003

_*_
Ill     7lfee    LSpec/#/a;..    Paul    `Johnson's    nostalgic    complaint    about    "old-

fashioned  Englishmen"  and  pipe  smoking  has  this  to  say  about  RusseH:
"In  my  IVcw LS/c7/eL7wc7w days  in  the  Fifties.  pipes  wel.e  common  among the

intelligentsia,  being  seen  as  'democratic'.  Did  not  Uncle  Joe  smoke  one?
Bertrand   Russell   certainly   did,   adding  another  dimension   to  the   com-

pound  aroma  of  sartorial   fustiness,  halitosis  and  cerebral  dandruff  he
carried  around  with  him.  The  most  technological   of  the  smokers  was
Ritchie  Calder,  appropriately  our  science  correspondent.   He  assembled
with  other  luminaries  every  Monday  at  10:30  a.  in.  for our editorial  con-
ference.   There  were  Dr  Balogh  and   Barbara  Castle,   PI.ofessor  Patrick
Blackett,  the  defence  expeil   ...   and  Gerald  Gardiner,   later  lord  chan-
cellor,  with  others   including  Russell   himself,  though  he  was  not  ofteii

asked as Kingsley Martin` the editor` thought him 'too disruptive'."
-The Speclalor , ALngnst 2.3 , 2003
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Traveler 's  Diary/Corference Report
ln  mid-August,  I  traveled  to  the  Annual  Meeting of the  Austrian  Ludwig
Wittgenstein  Society,  held  in  the  village  of Kirchberg  am  Wechsel.  The
conference  is held  in the  village  grade  school,  noteworthy for the gym on
its  top  floor  -a  large  hall  with  peaked  roof,  floor-to-ceiling  plate  glass
windows  opening  out  onto  the  Alps,  and  bars,  ladders,  ropes,  and  rings
for  the  children.   It   was   in  this   room  that  we   adults   crowded  for  the

plenary  lectures  (sweating  in  the  European  heat  wave),  while  other,  less
notable  speakers  met  in  the  smaller  but  cooler  classrooms  on  the  lower
floors.

Kirchberg    is    neighbor   to    Trattenberg,    the    town    in    which
Wittgenstein  retired to teach  school children, satisfied that he had cleaned
up  the  problems  of philosophy.  Perhaps  he  taught  them  in  a  school  not
unlike  that  in  Kirchberg;  a  bus  trip  to  Trattenbach~which  I  missed~
allows   one  to   learn   more.      But   Kirchberg   itself  was  quite   revealing:
bread,  butter,  cheese,  sausage (i.e.  franks) and beer; a culturally ingrained

Catholicism;  a  pronoiinced,  lilting  accent:  it  made  sense  of Wittgenstein

to me (no pun intended), or at least why he would wish to retire there.
As  for  the  confereiice  itself,  only  about  a  sixth  of the  hundred

papers   presented   during   the   week-long   conference   were   devoted   to
Wittgenstein,   the   others   addressing   the   general   theme   of  the   year,
knowledge  and  belief.  Patrick  Siippes  spoke  on  Bayesian  Epistemology,
Robert  Audi  on  Philosophy  of  Religion,  Crispin  Wright  on  Skepticism,
Certainty,  Moore,  and  Wittgenstein,  Hans-Johann  Clock  on  Wittgenstein
on  Truth,  and  Michael  Heller  on  whether  the  universe  can  explain  itselfl
For the  most  part,  I  attended  papers  on  Wittgenstein,  many of them quite

good,  and  to  my  relief,  most  of them  in  English.  Two  on  the  Trczc/c7/zts
that   especially   stood   oiit   were   Daniele-Moyal-Sharrock's   on  nonsense
and  Maija Aalto's on sense and substance.

I  was  on  a  budget;  the  taxis  from  my  GTclb`/4¢zfb'  high  in  the  Alps

to the valley and village of Kirchberg were expensive; the highlight of the

trip for me was an  early  morning meal  of bread and  butter (like the  lunch
Wittgenstein  is  said  to  have  eaten  in  his 40s,  with  chocolate),  and  a  long
hour and a half hike dowri breathtaking hills to the village and conference

below.      A   summer   slide   (like   a   /wge,   but   not   one)   winds   down   the
mountain,   and   a  summer   lift  (like   a  ski-lift,   but  not  one)  runs   up   it;
walking down the mountain  I  would  sometimes have day trippers passing
above, their feet dangling only yards from my head. -Rosalind Carey
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RL/S7`L/IVGS./ -Three Russell-Related Word Puzzles
By Gerry Wildenberg

Numbers  I   and  2  comprise  coded  quotes  in  which  each  letter  stands  for
another  letter.  (For  example  BERTRAND  RUSSELL  could  be  coded  as
OREGENAQ  EHFFRYY,  if 0=8,  R=E,  et  cetera.)  In  cipher  number  2
word`separations  are  disguised  and  punctuation  removed.  The  grouping
into  5  letter "words"  is meant only to  help readability and  does not relate
to    the    actual    quote.    These    two    quotes    will    be    familiar   to    some
Russel]ians; after solving them, try to  identify tlie source.

Puzzle  number  3  is  not  a  substitution  ciplier.  Instead,  this  quote  has  been

periiiuted  slightly by means of exchanging some of the letters with nearby
letters.    (For    example,    "Tlle    puzzle    below"    might    be    changed    to:
tuhepzlezbelwo.)  At  the  same  time,   spaces  and  punctuation  have  been
removed!

I.   YJI   YV  CAI   UYNC   WUZYFCPJC   IHIUIJCN   YV  NGLLINN   W.I

QILYUWJM   P   UPJ   YV   MIJWGN   WN   CY   HIPFJ   CAI   PFC   YV
RIJGJLWPCWYJ.

2.   PUXNA   NHRGW   KNLLP   WVXWJ   VHLLU   BHRUR   GWQEW
JWHRL    VFNHR    WVAGN    HXKWV    HRHUK    UEWRG    VHVJA
GUPVJ  RNAAU  PPWAR NUHUZ  RWAGH  NAVPR  WEKJV  HLECP
WJUZJ FPPUX NJRNA NHZWE WHAW

3.OENOFHTEODDEFEFSTCOFMHEITPOATRNCWEHACHEICOHF
USAATTCHTSEOHSMIESFILTTAHWEETNDTMIOAIGNEOORUW
NDOOGORLVIEFORUTBETONETEHPURPOESOFTOHERPEOPAE
SLTCIONS

Rut?rL/IVGs.J -sOLUTloNs TO LAST IssuE's puzzLEs

When we  see  an  Anlerican film,  we  know  beforehand  that virtue will  be
rewarded,  that  crime  will  be  shown  not  lo  pay,  and  that  the  heroine,
always faultlessly  dressed  in  spite  Of incredible  tribulations, will  emerge
4czpp;./);  /o   /{./e/o#g   b/i.ss   w7./4   /Ae  Aero.   -   BR,   `Political   and   Cultural
Influence  of` the  U.S.A.',  7lfre  Li.s/e#er,  December  8,1949.  Reprinted  in
Berfrcz#c7  Rw,SSL.//'s   A#7er/.cc7,   v.11,   1945-1970,   edited   by   Feinberg   and

Casrils.
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BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY INC.

3RD QUARTER TREASURER'S REPORT
CASH FLoW, 7/I/03 -9/30/03

Category Description

BALANCE 6/30/03

INFLOWS
Contributions

Contributions BRS
TOTAL Contributions

Dues
New Members
Renewals
TOTAL Dues

TOTAL INFLOWS

OUTFLOWS
Bank Charges
Meeting Expenses
Newsletter
Other Expenses
RUSSELLshostidy

TOTAL OUTFLOWS

OVERALL TOTAL

BALANCE, 9/30/03

Compiled  10/8/03  by Dermis Darland
BRS Treasurer, djdarland@qconline.com

8,845.19

230.00
230.00

187.36

291.66

479.02

709.02

13.50

653.74
653.16

5.00
2,601.00

3,926.40

-3,926.40

5,627.81

GREATER ROCHESTER RUSSELL SET

Celebrating Six Years of Monthly Russell Meetings
Open to the Public

2003-2004 PROGRAM

November 13
December  12
January 8
February  12
March  1 I
April 8
May  13

June  10
July 8
August  12
September 9
October 14
November  12
December 9

``Nice People" (by 8. Russell)

Lord John Russell
Humor in Russell
Problem of Continuity
The Scientific Outlook
Cheerful Pessimism
Portraits of Russell from Memory:

A Panel Discussion
Defenders of God
lnternational War Crimes Tribunal
Satan in the Suburbs
Lady Ottoline
D.H. Lawrence
Why I Am Not a Christian
Marriage and Morals

^11   meetings  are  held  at  Daily  Perks  Coffee  House,  389  Gregory  Street,
l{`ti`hester,  NY,  at  6:30  PM.  (Note  new meeting  time.)  For  information  call
l'iiii  Madigan at 585-424-3184,  email tmadigan@rochester.rr.com or visit
http//sunl.sjfc.edu/~wildenbe/grrs/Russell_poster.html.   All   dates   and
li)|iics are subject to change.


